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Abstract— Project LISTEN’s Reading Tutor listens to children
read aloud, and helps them learn to read. This paper outlines
how it gives feedback, how it uses ASR, and how we measure
its accuracy. It describes how we model various aspects of oral
reading, some ideas we tried, and lessons we have learned
about acoustic models, lexical models, confidence scores,
language models, alignment methods, and prosodic models.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

Automated reading tutors [1-4] use automatic speech
recognition (ASR) to listen to students read aloud.
American children typically read aloud in grades 1-2 (ages
6-7) and are expected to be fluent silent readers by grade 4,
often called the transition from “learning to read” to
“reading to learn.”
Reading is more than turning text into speech; its goal is
to making meaning from print. Thus reading requires the
ability to map graphemes to phonemes; decode new words;
identify familiar words quickly; read connected text quickly,
accurately, effortlessly, and expressively; retrieve contextappropriate word senses; comprehend the meaning of text;
and stay motivated enough to practice reading and build
fluency.
From the viewpoint of speech recognition, children’s oral
reading is often marked by hesitations, false starts, miscues
(reading mistakes), regressions (rereading one or more
words), list-like prosody, and off-task speech. Deviations
from a dictionary pronunciation of a text word include
mistakes in decoding, identifying, or pronouncing the word,
dialect phenomena, and individual speech defects, such as
the inability to produce or distinguish certain phonemes. As
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readers gain fluency, they hesitate less often, regress less,
make fewer miscues, and read faster and more expressively.
A note about terminology: to reduce the potential for
confusion, the word “mistake” refers in this paper to
incorrect reading or pronunciation by the child; the word
“error” refers to incorrect listening by the computer.
This paper is organized as follows. Section II describes
why the Reading Tutor listens. Section III defines our
measures of how well it listens. Section IV discusses how
we represent and train the models it uses to listen. Along
the way, we discuss some of the approaches we tried over
the past 20+ years, and lessons we learned. Finally, Section
V concludes.
II.

PURPOSES OF LISTENING IN A READING TUTOR

The Reading Tutor listens for several purposes. By
detecting speech and silence and using timing information,
it decides when and how to respond. By aligning the ASR
output with the text, it tracks the reader’s position in the
text. By comparing each text word with the hypothesized
word aligned against it, it detects oral reading miscues. By
analyzing the time alignment of the ASR output, it
computes how long the student takes to identify each word
and read it aloud. By extracting the pitch, amplitude, and
duration of read words, it computes their prosodic contour.
We mine these various sorts of information off-line to assess
students and evaluate tutor actions, but this paper is about
the speech information the Reading Tutor uses at runtime.
A session with the Reading Tutor starts when the child
clicks Hello and uses a talking menu interface to log in by
clicking on his or her name and (as a light-weight but easyto-remember password) birth month. The Reading Tutor
then takes turns with the child at picking a text to read or
other activity to do, such as jointly composing a story. The
session ends when the child logs out by clicking an onscreen Stop sign, or times out by not speaking or clicking
for 30 seconds, or if the Reading Tutor crashes or hangs.
Reading Tutor activities are built out of several types of
steps, each with its own screen interface: assisted oral
reading (and narrating); tutor instruction; multiple choice
questions; keyboard input; using on-screen letter tiles to
build words and sound them out; and free spoken responses.
Project LISTEN has focused primarily on assisted oral
reading, and so does this paper. Some other types of steps
also involve listening. In word-building steps, the Reading
Tutor prompts the child to sound out the word, and tries to

follow along, but does not attempt to detect mistakes. In
free-response steps, the Reading Tutor graphically indicates
the approximate amount of speech, but records it without
trying to recognize it at runtime. However, we’ve worked
on recognizing some types of speech off-line [5-7].
The Reading Tutor reacts to speech, mouse clicks, and
delays by responding with graphical and spoken feedback,
described respectively in Sections II.A and II.B.
A. Graphical interface
Assisted oral reading uses a graphical interface. As the
screenshot in Figure 1 shows, a robot persona provides a
visible audience by blinking sporadically to appear animate,
gazing at the current word to appear attentive, and
displaying a volume meter to show that it’s listening. Up
and down buttons adjust its output volume. (We hide the
input level control to protect it from misadjustment.)
Navigation buttons at the top of the screen consist of Stop
(to quit the story) and Go (to advance to the next sentence).
The Reading Tutor displays text on a book-like background
by adding one sentence at a time and graying out the
previous sentences, unlike educational software that
displays text page by page like a book.

Figure 1: Reading Tutor screenshot (2012)
The Reading Tutor displays text sentence by sentence for
three reasons. One reason is ASR accuracy. Controlling
which sentence is displayed imposes a strong constraint on
what the student can read aloud. A second reason is
usability of the spoken dialogue. Before displaying the next
sentence, the tutor has an opportunity to intervene without
risk of interrupting the student.
A third reason is
pedagogical. Postponing the display of the next sentence
frees the tutor to decide on the fly what to display next, e.g.
to help decode a hard word, explain unfamiliar vocabulary,
or give comprehension assistance.
The Reading Tutor maps various components of its
internal state to graphical properties, such as word color,
background color, shadowing, and underlining. It displays
earlier sentences in gray, words to read in black, credited
words as green, and future sentences in white, i.e. invisible.
It shadows the word it thinks the child will read next,
underlines a word to prompt the child to read it, boxes the
word the cursor is on, and highlights the background of a
word in yellow while reading it aloud or hinting how to do

so, which may involve temporarily showing a rhyming or
other related word below it. Figure 1 shows the Reading
Tutor saying “rhymes with fang” as a hint to decode sang.
The Reading Tutor can display assisted reading rate on a
“readometer” while the child is reading a story, and in an
on-screen certificate after the story as a reward for finishing
it. In addition, it can provide real-time graphical feedback
on the child’s oral reading prosody [8], for example by
mapping the loudness of a word read by the student to its
size, its pitch to its vertical position, and the narrator’s pitch
contour to a staircase-like sequence of lines. Thus in Figure
1, Mrs. is smaller because it was spoken softly, Johnson is
higher because it was spoken with rising inflection
characteristic of a question or guess, both words are green
because the Reading Tutor has credited them as read, and
the color, size, and position of the remaining words are
unchanged because the child hasn’t read them yet.
B. Multimodal dialogue
The Reading Tutor’s dialogue architecture [9, 10] is
driven by speech, silence, time, and mouse clicks. It
represents turn-taking state in terms of four binary variables:
Is the student speaking?
Is the Reading Tutor speaking?
Does the student have the floor?
Does the Reading Tutor have the floor?
Each variable has a timer that records when it last changed.
At any point in time the student, the Reading Tutor, both,
or neither may have the floor. Transitions between states
occur when the student or Reading Tutor starts or stops
speaking, or when one of the timers reaches a specified
threshold value. The states and timers govern whether,
when, and how the Reading Tutor speaks.
For example, after a 2-second silence, the Reading Tutor
may backchannel to encourage the student to continue
reading. However, if the student remains silent for 2
additional seconds, the Reading Tutor takes the floor to
verbally prompt the student to click for help.
Backchanneling does not take the floor away from the
student. For instance, if the Reading Tutor detects a skipped
word, it underlines the word and coughs to draw attention to
it, but it’s still the student’s turn.
Usually the Reading Tutor does not take the floor when
the student has it. An exception is choral reading, when the
Reading Tutor prompts the student to “read with me.”
The Reading Tutor takes the floor when the child clicks
the mouse, whether on Stop (to quit the story), Go (to
advance to the next sentence), a word (to get help reading
it), below the sentence (to hear the Reading Tutor read it), or
elsewhere on the screen (by mistake).
By design, the Reading Tutor responds to all clicks rather
than ignore the child, even if only to explain why it can’t
perform the requested action. For instance, if the child
clicks on the Go button without reading at least half the
sentence, the Reading Tutor says “Sorry, can’t go on right
now.” To make its behavior easier to understand, the
Reading Tutor responds to mouse clicks immediately to

make clear what it is responding to. Thus it interrupts itself
if it is speaking, rather than wait to finish what it is saying.
Waiting would complicate how it represents and displays
the dialogue state.
The Reading Tutor also takes control when it hears the
student read the end of the sentence. If any content words
remain uncredited, it waits for the student to read. If it
heard the student read the entire sentence fluently, it
advances to the next sentence without intervening. If not, it
reads the sentence aloud first, so as to scaffold
comprehension, because failure to read the sentence fluently
indicates that the child may not have understood it.
The Reading Tutor uses the overall distribution of interword latencies [11] to estimate the child’s reading level
[12], which it uses in deciding which stories to pick from.
In short, listening to a child read aloud enables the
Reading Tutor to decide when and how to give feedback,
track the child’s position in the text, compute the latency
before a word and the time to read it, detect miscues, assess
children’s oral reading fluency, and mirror their oral reading
prosody. We next discuss ways to define and measure the
accuracy of its listening for these purposes.
III.

LISTENING ACCURACY METRICS FOR ORAL READING

Over the years, we have evaluated the Reading Tutor’s
listening accuracy in several different ways.
A. Miscue detection accuracy
At first we focused on measuring accuracy in detecting
oral reading miscues. Conventional word error rate can
measure accuracy in recognizing miscues – i.e. in
transcribing them. However, word error rate does not
measure accuracy in detecting miscues [13].
The Reading Tutor detects miscues by aligning the
hypothesis output by the ASR against the sentence
displayed. Thus detecting a miscue does not require the
ASR to recognize it correctly, merely to recognize it as
anything other than the word the child was supposed to read.
We have measured miscue detection at different levels.
At the highest level, which we call “text space,” we treat
miscue detection as a classification problem: classify each
text word as read correctly, misread, or omitted, or simply
as read correctly or not [14]. At this level, we define a
miscue as a text word the child failed to read in the course
of reading the sentence. This criterion treats false starts,
sounding out, incorrect attempts, and other insertions as
steps toward the goal of reading the text word, not as
mistakes to remediate if they culminate in reading it
correctly.
This pedagogical policy means that ASR
insertion errors don’t matter except if hallucinating a word
causes the Reading Tutor to misclassify it as read correctly,
or leads the ASR astray, causing it to make deletion or
substitution errors.
At the next level, which we call “speech space,” we
classify each transcribed word instead. Thus at this level
each failed attempt to read a word counts as a miscue
whether or not the child subsequently read the word

correctly. These misreadings provide a welcome source of
training and test data, since text-space miscues are scarce.
At the most detailed level, which we call the “time
domain,” we classify time-aligned transcript words. Time
domain accuracy is more stringent. For instance, scoring an
accepted word as true requires that it occur in approximately
the same time interval in the time-aligned ASR output as in
the time-aligned transcript.
B. Tracking accuracy
More recently we have measured tracking accuracy as
well. These measures evaluate the Reading Tutor’s estimate
of the child’s position in the current sentence. By aligning
ASR output or a reference transcript of the child’s oral
reading against the sentence, we obtain a trace: a sequence
of integer positions in the sentence, where position i
represents the ith word of the sentence. The sign of the
integer encodes whether the aligned word matches the text
word: + if yes, – if no.
The minimal edit distance between traces based on the
reference transcript and the ASR output is a “speech space”
measure of tracking error, defined as the number of
insertions in, substitutions for, and deletions from the trace
based on the reference transcript to turn it into the trace
based on the ASR hypothesis.
For example, consider these alignments of transcribed
and recognized readings to the text “Once upon a time, the
dog”:
Ref.: once up upon the time
dog
+
– +
–
+
+
Text: Once1 upon2
a3 time4,the5 dog6
+
–
+
+
+
+
Hyp.: ONCE /AH_P/ A
TIME THE DOG
Here “+” and “–” show if the aligned word matches the
text. The transcript-based trace is +1, –2, +2, –3, +4, +6,
where –2 comes from misreading “upon” as “up,” and –3
comes from misreading “a” as “the.” The hypothesis-based
trace is +1, –2, +3, +4, +5, +6, where –2 comes from
recognizing “up” as a truncation of “upon.”
Aligning the two traces to minimize edit distance yields
the sequence +1/+1, –2/–2, +2/, –3/+3, +4/+4, /+5, +6/+6
where:
+I/+I = accepted reading
–I/–I = detected miscue at correctly tracked position
+I/–I = false alarm at correctly tracked position
–I/+I = undetected miscue at correctly tracked position
/+I = inserted text word
/–I = inserted miscue or garbage
+I/ = deleted text word
–I/
= deleted miscue or garbage
+I/+J = mistracked accepted word
–I/–J = mistracked miscue
+I/–J = mistracked false alarm
–I/+J = mistracked undetected miscue
Thus +1/+1, –2/–2, +2/, –3/+3, +4/+4, /+5, +6/+6 shows
that the transcript and hypothesis agree that the reader read
Once1 and misread upon2. Then the ASR omits the correct

rereading of upon2, and accepts the word a3 rejected by the
transcript. They agree that time4 and dog6 were read
correctly, but the ASR hallucinates the word a5.
“Time domain” measures of tracking accuracy take into
account whether transcribed and hypothesized words occur
at the same time in the speech signal [15]. Such measures
compare time-aligned traces to determine the relationship
between the transcript and hypothesis [16]. Each segment
of a time-aligned trace is either a silence (#), a word that is
aligned against a matching text word (+), or a word that is
not (–).
A transcript segment and hypothesis segment that overlap
in time have one of three temporal relations (labeled as
shown). The midpoint of each one can fall within the other
(=). The midpoint of the transcript segment can fall within
the hypothesis segment, but not vice versa (<). Otherwise,
the transcript segment contains the midpoint of the
hypothesis segment, but not vice versa (>).
Finally, if transcribed and hypothesized segments that
overlap in time are not silences, they may or may not be
aligned to the same text word. We mark the latter case “J”,
short for the I/J notation used above for speech space.
To illustrate this notation, here it is for the fragment
above:
1 Once (+=+) ONCE
2
(#=#)
3 up
(-=-) /AH_P/
4
(#<#)
5 upon (+<#)
6 the (-=+) A
7
(#=+) TIME
8 time (+=#)
9 dog (+=+)j THE
10
(#=+) DOG
Transcript segments 1-3 match the times and text
positions of the first three hypothesis segments. Segment 5
has an ASR deletion error: where the transcript contains
“upon”, the hypothesis contains a continuation of the
preceding silence. In segment 6, the transcribed and
hypothesized words have matching times and text positions,
but the hypothesized word matches the text while the
transcribed word does not. In segments 7 and 8, the
transcript and hypothesis have the same word, but at
different times.
In segment 9, the transcribed and
hypothesized words match different text words. Segment 10
has an ASR insertion error: where the transcript has silence,
the hypothesis has the word DOG.
One time domain measure of tracking accuracy is how
often (as a percentage of time) the position computed by the
Reading Tutor based on the ASR output agrees with the
child’s position at the same point in time according to the
transcript. Another measure is the average absolute distance
(in words) between the two positions.
Off-line measures of tracking accuracy [16] are based on
the final hypothesis output by the ASR at the end of the
utterance. In contrast, real-time measures of tracking
accuracy are based on the partial hypotheses output by the
ASR as the child reads, and can therefore be considerably

lower than off-line measures. The accuracy of real-time
tracking trades off against its timeliness. Waiting as little as
0.2 seconds to estimate the reader’s position yields a
substantial increase in its accuracy [17].
To understand accuracy better, we wanted to distinguish
regions of oral reading from regions of off-task speech. To
identify off-task speech automatically in a transcript, we
defined deviation length as the number of consecutive
transcribed words without two successive matches to the
text words aligned against them. By inspecting deviations
of different lengths, we determined that deviations longer
than 2 were nearly always off-task speech. Not surprisingly,
tracking accuracy is much higher during on-task than offtask speech.
C. Accuracy of confidence metrics
A confidence metric estimates the probability or other
score of whether an ASR word hypothesis is correct, or of
whether the child read a word correctly. We measure the
accuracy of the confidence metric by binning it, say into
percentiles, and correlating the percentile for each bin
against the actual percentage of words in each bin correct
according to the reference transcript.
D. Indirect measures of accuracy
Besides the direct measures of listening accuracy
discussed above, we have tested the Reading Tutor’s
listening indirectly by its ability to predict other measures,
such as children’s help requests [18], performance on cloze
questions [19], and scores on paper tests of oral reading
fluency [12], word identification [20], and comprehension
[21, 22]. We measure predictive accuracy as correlation of
predicted to actual scores, reaching 0.9 in some cases.
E. Micro-efficacy
A fine-grained test of the Reading Tutor is the impact of
its instruction and practice on children’s fluency in reading
the taught or practiced word. We have used inter-word
latency [11, 23] and word reading time as micro-measures
of oral reading fluency at the level of individual words. We
have used two types of methodology to test micro-efficacy.
An “invisible experiments” methodology inserts withinsubject randomized controlled trials of alternative tutor
actions in the Reading Tutor, with latency or reading time as
the outcome of each trial, and aggregates the outcomes of
such trials over many students and words [24]. One such
experiment used thousands of trials to compare the impact
of different ways to preview new words before a story on
accuracy in reading them after the story [25]. Another
experiment used over 180,000 trials to compare different
forms of help on words based on how often the child read
the word fluently at the next encounter [26, 27].
A model-fitting methodology uses data logged by the
Reading Tutor to compare different types of practice. We
have mostly used two classes of model.
A Dynamic Bayes Net model of knowledge tracing [28]
estimates the value of a practice type as the probability of
the student learning a word from an encounter of that type.

For instance, Beck [29] used this method to tease apart the
immediate scaffolding effects of tutor assistance on
performance from its subsequent effects, finding a small but
statistically significant contribution of help to student
learning.
The learning decomposition method [30, 31] uses an
exponential decay model of word reading time to estimate
the relative value of each type of practice as a coefficient on
the number of encounters of that type. For instance, a
learning decomposition comparison of rereading vs. new
reading found that seeing a word again in a sentence seen
before was worth only about half as much as seeing it in a
new sentence. Other learning decomposition analyses
compared massed vs. distributed encounters of a word,
reading text chosen by the child vs. by the reading tutor
[32], and transfer to similar words [33, 34]. More recently,
we have used linear mixed effects models to predict the log
of reading time so as to account properly for statistical
dependencies on students, words, and stories by modeling
them as random effects.
F. Macro-efficacy
The ultimate test of the Reading Tutor is its impact on the
reading proficiency of the children who use it. To measure
this impact, we have performed controlled studies to
compare children’s pre- to post-test gains on tests of various
reading skills from using the Reading Tutor compared to
gains from other treatments, including classroom
instruction, other software, independent reading practice,
and individual human tutoring [35-37]. So have other
researchers [38-42]. We measure the Reading Tutor’s
impact on a tested skill as an effect size: the difference
between the mean test score gains for two treatments,
divided by the within-treatment standard deviation. Effect
scores of 0.3 are considered small, 0.5 medium, and 0.8
large [43]. The Reading Tutor’s effect sizes for fluency
gains reached as high as 1.3 standard deviations in some
studies, varying by comparison condition and student
population, with English language learners apparently
benefitting the most.
It is natural to ask how lower-level listening accuracy in
tracking the reader and detecting miscues affects the
Reading Tutor’s educational efficacy. Unfortunately, this
question is more readily asked than answered. Comparing
the macro-efficacy of Reading Tutor versions that differ in
the accuracy of their listening would be costly in time,
money, and sample size. Analyzing the effects of deliberate
listening errors on micro-efficacy might be more feasible,
but it is far from clear that such effects are local. For
instance, frustration caused by listening errors might be
cumulative. How much low-level listening accuracy affects
educational efficacy remains a question for future research.
IV.

AUTOMATED ANALYSIS OF ORAL READING

The Reading Tutor uses Sphinx2 [44] to recognize read
words, signal processing to extract their pitch and
amplitude, and post-processing to support feedback and
assessment.

The Reading Tutor’s key ASR components include its
acoustic-phonetic models, pronunciation lexicon, acoustic
confidence scores, language models, and alignment methods.
We now describe how we have represented and trained each
of these models over the years, sometimes in a series of
different ways.
A. Acoustic models
Project LISTEN originally used semi-continuous HMM
acoustic models trained on adult female speech [14, 45].
After recording a small corpus of children’s oral reading in
a Wizard of Oz experiment, we used it to adapt the
codebook means of our models [46]. Once we had a larger
transcribed corpus of children’s oral reading in the Reading
Tutor, we trained HMMs on it from scratch. We trained
continuous models once computers became fast enough to
use them to recognize oral reading in real-time.
We had much less oral reading manually transcribed than
not, so we tried training on untranscribed speech. We knew
the text sentence that each utterance was an attempt to read,
and we used cherry-picking heuristics to select the
utterances likely to be or contain correct readings [47]. The
resulting models performed better on a test set of children’s
oral reading recorded under similar conditions than training
on the manually transcribed KIDS corpus [48, 49] of
comparable size (approximately 5,000 utterances), collected
under more controlled conditions in a quieter environment.
Despite this promising result, once we had accumulated a
manually transcribed corpus of tens of thousands of oral
reading utterances recorded by the Reading Tutor during
normal use, automatically labeled data did not help; in fact,
it actually hurt ASR accuracy when used to augment the
manually transcribed training data. That is, quality trumps
quantity.
B. Lexical models
The Reading Tutor’s active lexicon changes from
sentence to sentence, taking advantage of knowing which
sentence is currently displayed. The lexicon contains the
words in the sentence. Their pronunciations come from
CMUDICT [50] if it contains them, otherwise from the
pronunciation component of a speech synthesizer.
The lexicon also contains distracters to model misreading
and false starts. Over the years we have experimented with
several types of distracters.
The only distracters we still use are the first kind we tried,
namely phonetic truncations of the sentence words. For a
word w whose pronunciation is n phonemes long, we add a
distracter START_w with multiple pronunciations. They
consist of initial subsequences of the n phonemes,
containing at least the first 2 phonemes and at most n-2.
Adding the truncation distracters increased miscue detection
without increasing the false alarm rate (correctly read words
misclassified as miscues). The resulting ASR detected
about half the miscues rated by a human judge as serious
enough to threaten comprehension, which in turn constituted
only about half of the words whose transcription differed
from the text – the more stringent criterion we used in our

later evaluations. The ASR rejected about 4% of correctly
read words [46]. We prioritize accepting correct reading
over detecting miscues, because children read 90% of words
correctly unless the text exceeds their frustration level [51].
Also, rejecting a correctly read word frustrates the child,
whereas accepting a miscue at worst confuses the child,
though it may reinforce mislearning.
We initially included pronunciations with the first n-1
phonemes as well, but they reduced ASR accuracy by
getting recognized too often in place of a correctly read
word. One reason was a dialect phenomenon common
among the children in our sample, namely dropping final
consonants, such as /S/ at the end of a plural noun like cats
or present tense verb like sits. Such a truncation may be a
pronunciation mistake, but it does not constitute an oral
reading miscue if it’s the reader’s normal pronunciation of
the word. We therefore tried adding such truncations as
alternate pronunciations for the correct word, but they
reduced ASR accuracy by making it too easy to hallucinate.
Accordingly, we do not include the first n-1 phonemes as a
pronunciation, either of the correct word or as a distracter.
This change remains our only accommodation to dialect
phenomena.
The ASR often accepted misread short sentences as read
correctly. The reason is that the ASR maps oral reading to
the sequence of sentence words and distracters that it most
resembles. Consequently, it typically does not detect a
miscue unless the miscue resembles either a distracter for
the correct word, or another word in the sentence, more than
it resembles the correct word. A short sentence has fewer
words for a miscue to resemble.
In an attempt to compensate for this limitation, we needed
some additional distracters to help model miscues. We
didn’t want them to be too easy to hallucinate, so we
refrained from adding individual phones as distracters.
Instead, for short sentences we added as distracters a few
two-syllable words used to spell out words over noisy radio
connections: alpha, bravo, etc. Unfortunately, although
they helped detect more miscues, they also hallucinated
more miscues, so we wound up taking them back out.
Next we took a more systematic approach to miscue
detection. By predicting likely miscues, we hoped to
increase miscue detection without increasing false alarms.
We explored three methods for predicting likely miscues.
The first method worked at the level of individual letter
sounds, or more precisely graphophonemic mappings. For
years, renowned reading researcher Richard Olson and his
University of Colorado colleagues had been comparing the
reading difficulties of identical and fraternal twins in order
to quantify their genetic component. In the process they had
recorded, phonetically transcribed, and annotated hundreds
of twins’ oral readings, in the process accumulating a
database of tens of thousands of oral reading miscues. As a
group project in a graduate course in machine learning,
Fogarty et al. [52] mined this corpus to discover “malrules”
that predict decoding mistakes at the level of individual
graphophonemic mappings. Each malrule predicted that a

grapheme G that should be decoded as some phoneme P
would instead be decoded as some other phoneme P’. The
10 most frequent malrules turned out to be insertions and
deletions. For instance, the two most frequent GPP’
rules were s  /S/  _ and s  /Z/  _, where _ denotes
the empty string. These malrules predict deletion of the
plural endings of plants and arms, respectively.
The other two methods [53] exploited the fact that most
miscues consist of misreading one word as another. The
“rote” method simply identified misreadings made by two
or more readers on the 100 most frequent words in the
corpus, and predicted that those misreadings would continue
to occur. The “extrapolative” method generalized the
relation between words and real-word misreadings of them,
and predicted analogous misreadings of other target words.
Unfortunately, adding distracters other than the
truncations targeted just the specific predicted miscues.
They might detect a few more miscues with slightly fewer
false alarms, but they increased the miscue detection rate
significantly only by also increasing the false alarm rate
[54]. In short, distracters detract. We therefore gave up on
distracters to look for a more generic way to detect miscues.
C. Confidence scores
To detect miscues without specifically predicting them in
advance, we tried a confidence metric approach. One metric
[55] trained decision trees using three types of features.
Decoder-based features used word-level information from
the ASR output, namely “log energy normalized by number
of frames, acoustic score normalized by number of frames,
language model score, lattice density, averaged phone
perplexity, and duration.”
Alignment-based features used contextual information
about the target text word from the alignment of the ASR
output against the sentence, such as whether the ASR
accepted the word, the latency preceding the word, the
number of previous or subsequent text words hypothesized
in a row, and the average distance between hypothesis
words aligned against the target word.
History-based features used information logged by the
Reading Tutor about the student. Word-level features
included how many times the student had encountered the
target word in the past, how many of them were accepted,
and the student’s average latency before words in general.
Utterance-level features of the current sentence included the
number of utterances so far, and averaged over them, the
number of words attempted, the number accepted, the
number of jumps, and the number of regressions to the start
of the sentence.
This method trained two decision trees that operated in
“text space.”
The first decision tree estimated the
probability that an accepted word was actually misread,
based primarily on (i.e. using in the top two levels of the
decision tree) phone perplexity, log energy, and acceptance
by the ASR. To undo ASR deletion errors, the second
decision tree estimated the probability that a rejected word
was actually read correctly, based primarily on the number
of successive text words preceding and following it.

With a training set of 3714 utterances and a test set of
1883 utterances by different children, and a baseline of 56%
miscue detection and 4% false alarm rate, the method could
either increase miscue detection to 59% or reduce the false
alarm rate to 3%. These miscue detection rates are inflated
due to treating unattempted words as deletions, so their
actual values aren’t meaningful, but the changes to them
still show improvement.
By 2007, we had reduced the false alarm rate below 1%,
with 23% detection of substitution miscues defined as a
mismatch between the spoken word and the text according
to the manual transcript. Since “text space” miscues are
much rarer than correctly read words, we decided to
evaluate “speech space” accuracy so as to measure ASR
performance more sensitively. Tracking error, defined as
the combined substitution and deletion rate in speech space,
was below 2%, but the insertion rate was almost 17%.
We tried using a more conventional (i.e. speech space)
acoustic confidence metric [56, 57] to filter ASR output.
The confidence threshold ROC curve for the tradeoff
between false positives and true positives exceeded 0.83
AUC (Area Under Curve). We expected a confidence
metric to be a good way to decide whether a recognized
word was in fact read correctly, because in principle, it
should be able to detect miscues without relying on the
language model and lexicon to predict them in advance.
However, in practice, using a confidence metric to reject
misread words is limited by tracking accuracy, because
when the ASR goes off-track and recognizes a different
word than the one the reader was trying to read, its
confidence score is irrelevant – akin to closing the barn door
after the cows have escaped. This inconvenient truth
defeated our grand scheme to estimate the probability that a
word was read correctly by combining acoustic confidence
with other information such as a model of the student. That
is, tracking trips up scoring.
D. Language models
The Reading Tutor uses a simple probabilistic finite state
model of oral reading, which it generates on the fly for each
sentence before displaying it [46]. In state i, it expects word
i of the n-word sentence (with PrCorrect), a truncation of
word i (with PrTruncate), a premature end of the utterance
(with PrEndEarly), or a jump to state j, with different
probabilities depending on i and j. A file specifies
probabilities for the parameters PrCorrect, PrTruncate,
PrEndEarly, PrRepeat, PrSkip, PrRestart, PrJumpBack,
PrJumpForward, etc.
Initially this model was approximated as a bigram model.
ASR accuracy improved when Ravi Mosur extended
Sphinx2 to input finite state models and use them top-down.
In contrast to bottom-up recognition, which relied on a
lexicon-driven recognizer to hypothesize words, the topdown recognizer enabled high language model probabilities
to overcome poor acoustic scores of words that the bottomup method would have failed to recognize in the first place.
A classifier learning approach [58] reduced the speech
space tracking error by adjusting language model

probabilities iteratively. At each iteration, it used the
language model from the previous iteration to recognize a
training set of oral reading utterances, aligned the ASR
output for each utterance against the target sentence to
compute a trace, and scored it against the trace based on the
transcript. It applied a simple credit assignment heuristic
[59] to transitions between successive words in the
recognized trace, classifying transitions that stayed on track
as positive, and transitions that led off-track as negative.
After using LogitBoost to learn a classifier from the labeled
transitions, it increased the probability on transitions
classified as positive, decreased the probability on
transitions classified as negative, and used the adjusted
language models to re-recognize the utterances. It repeated
this cycle until tracking error started to rise. This method
reduced tracking error from 9% to 7%, but was impractical
to incorporate in the Reading Tutor because it involved
applying the entire sequence of learned classifiers to the
initial language model.
We explored various alternatives to simple n-state
models. A key question was which additional states to
include. For instance, the “watermark” model used O(n2)
states of the form (i, j) to represent the reader being at word
i and having previously read as far as word j. After attempts
to design better finite-state models by hand, we extended
Sphinx2 to allow non-finite-state models, and let a userdefined function directly compute the probability Pr(w | h)
of word w following the preceding sequence h of recognized
words. A SVM trained on such features as the frequencies
of different transition types in h yielded a language model
that reduced perplexity by a factor of 4 relative to the
baseline. However, it merely slowed down the ASR by
orders of magnitude without improving its accuracy.
E. Alignment methods
A key step in scoring oral reading is aligning the ASR
output and manual transcript against the text to compute
traces. The standard NIST align procedure is ill-suited to
this purpose because it treats regressions (rereading one or
more words) as insertions instead of as normal reading.
Instead, we developed the MultiMatch alignment procedure
to take regression into account.
MultiMatch uses dynamic programming to find the
lowest-cost mapping from a sequence of recognized or
transcribed words to positions in a text sentence. It imposes
a mismatch penalty for aligning a word against a text word
it does not match. This penalty reflects the orthographic and
phonemic distance between them. MultiMatch imposes a
jump penalty for a transition from position i to any position
except i or i+1.
The penalties are set to prefer an isolated mismatch to
jumping to a word and back. For instance, in aligning the
reading once upon the time … to the text “Once upon a time
the beautiful princess …,” MultiMatch aligns the against the
text word “a” rather than jump forward in the sentence to
match the word “the” and back to match the word “time.”
MultiMatch outputs alignments in both text space and
speech space. The text space alignment associates each

word of text with at most one spoken word. The speech
space alignment associates each recognized or transcribed
word with the text word it is aligned against.
Having recognized the crucial importance of tracking
accuracy and spending years trying to improve it, with scant
success, we decided to address the problem of tracking by
redefining it. We had framed this problem as “chasing the
kid” – that is, finding whichever word the child was trying
to read. We decided to reduce the problem to “blaming the
kid” – that is, deciding whether the child was reading
whichever word the tutor determined should come next,
namely the earliest uncredited word in the sentence. The
tutor could then simply wait to hear this word. To avoid
getting stuck at false alarms, the tutor could skip over at
most one text word to accept the next word. To make its
behavior more understandable, the tutor could highlight the
word it is waiting to hear (though it does not yet do so).
Sure enough, tracking accuracy was substantially higher
with this redefined criterion [16]. However, when we
modified the language model to use the same criterion,
tracking accuracy suffered. We concluded that “chase the
kid” was more accurate at tracking the child’s actual
position, even if we used “blame the kid” to indicate which
word to read next. We believe the reason is that “chase the
kid” is a more accurate model of actual reading behavior,
and therefore tracks the reader’s actual position more
accurately. In contrast, the monotonic left-to-right “blame
the kid” language model is apt to get lost when it fails to
follow the reader. The lesson is to use a faithful model of
reading to track the reader’s actual position, even if the tutor
refrains from displaying it externally. I.e., rely on realism
but mask mistracking.
F. Prosodic models
Expressiveness is an important aspect of oral reading
fluency. To assess children’s oral reading fluency, we built
on work [60-65] by Schwanenflugel and her colleagues,
who analyzed the development of children’s oral reading
prosody and related it to their gains in fluency and
comprehension. Given a child’s oral reading of a sentence,
they measured its expressiveness by correlating its prosodic
contour – that is, the word-by-word sequence of pitch,
duration, and intensity – against adult prosodic contours for
the same sentence.
First we scaled up from Schwanenflugel et al.’s
painstakingly hand-measured prosodic features of a few
utterances to comprehensive automated assessments of
children’s prosodic contours by correlating them against the
contours of the Reading Tutor’s recorded fluent adult
narrations of the same sentences [66]. We analyzed the
sensitivity of this template-based measure to prosodic
improvements in a child’s successive readings of a sentence
on the same or different days [67].
Then we generalized this approach by using the adult
narrations to train a normative model of oral reading
prosody, and using the trained model to score children’s oral
reading prosody [68]. The generalized model outperformed
the template-based measure in predicting children’s end-of-

year scores and gains in fluency and comprehension [21]. It
used only duration information, but latencies are very
informative. That is, silences are golden.
Next we used the generalized model to mine a corpus of
children’s oral reading in order to identify the specific
common syntactic and lexical features of text on which
children scored best and worst. These features predicted
their fluency and comprehension test scores and gains better
than the previous models.
Meanwhile, to explore how to give children real-time
feedback on their oral reading prosody, we developed a
flexible prosody visualization tool for mapping each word’s
prosodic features to graphical features, in order to user-test
experimenter-specified mappings [8]. For instance, this tool
can map a word’s pitch to its vertical position, loudness to
font size, and temporal features to the timing of the dynamic
display.
It can map multiple features to different
dimensions of color, such as hue, saturation, and intensity.
Mapping “adult-likeness” to hue provides visual feedback
on the proximity of the child’s pitch, duration, and/or
intensity to the narrator’s. Mapping latency to intensity
makes higher-latency words pale so as to reflect tentative,
hesitant reading. Mapping ASR confidence to saturation
makes lower-confidence words look more like unread
words, to reflect uncertainty that they were read correctly.
V.

CONCLUSIONS

In over two decades of applying speech recognition to
children’s oral reading, Project LISTEN has learned a
number of lessons about what worked – and more often,
what didn’t, at least for us – and found some hard questions:
Acoustic models:
Quality trumps quantity.
Augmenting a large corpus of manually transcribed oral
reading with ASR output filtered to serve as automated
transcripts hurt accuracy. Is there a way to make it help?
Lexical models:
Distracters detract. Except for
phonetic truncations of sentence words, predicting likely
miscues detected more of them only by hallucinating them
as well. What if any distracters are worth listening for?
Confidence scores:
Tracking trips up scoring.
Confidence scores of mistracked words are useless. How
can confidence scores be made robust to mistracking?
Language models: Rely on realism. The better we
model children’s oral reading, the better we can track it.
What if any models boost tracking accuracy dramatically?
Alignment models: Mask mistracking. It’s easier to tell
if children are at the right spot than where they are instead,
and even easier to prompt them to click but not say where.
Can alignment plus interface redesign hide tracking errors?
Prosodic models: Silences are golden. Duration of
latency between words is a good gauge of reading fluency.
How much can tracking better make latency measure better?
ASR is notoriously empirical, so what failed for us may
work for others, and possibly vice versa. Thus these lessons
come without guarantees of generality. However, if they
steer readers towards fruitful approaches and away from
fruitless ones, they will have served a useful purpose.
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